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Advanced Clustering Technologies

customizes solutions to meet your exact
specifications. For more information
regarding our services, email us at
sales@advancedclustering.com

Introducing eQUEUE, an intuitive web-based front-end job submission tool that
integrates into existing schedulers (GridEngine or Torque) and automates job scripts
to run on an HPC cluster. With the click of a few buttons, applications for fields as varied as life sciences, computational fluid dynamics, molecular dynamics, and oil & gas
exploration can now be run from any web browser. More users mean greater cluster
utilization and efficiency to bring about more innovation and discovery. And with
pre-defined input fields, eQUEUE virtually eliminates errors when submitting jobs.
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Ease of use

Designed to increase cluster usage by simplifying
job submissions.

Automated job submission

Fewer input errors as submitting jobs is as easy as clicking
a few buttons, which also increases cluster efficiency.

Admin friendly

Easy to install, no end-user training is necessary,
and no plug-ins or special software are needed
on end-users’ computers.

User friendly

Access cluster from any web browser.

Institution friendly

Increase cluster utilization to foster widespread
adoption across more departments.

Access to files in home directory

Access and download files directly from your home
directory with eQUEUE.

Job history

Easily see what jobs you’ve run, how long it took
to run them, and the amount of resources used.

Remote visualization

Remotely access interactive GUI applications;
perfect for visualizing large complex datasets.

GET THE LATEST

■ Twitter: @ACT_CLUSTER
■ info@advancedclustering.com

1100 W. Cambridge Circle Dr., Ste 300
Kansas City, KS 66103-1356

866.802.8222

www.advancedclustering.com/equeue

■ Build simple application-specific forms for users.
■ Access cluster from any web browser.
■ Full control over form elements, including

text boxes, drop-downs, sliders, file uploads, etc.
■ Full-featured scripting language to convert form

elements into job submission scripts.
■ Pre-defined form elements virtually

eliminate errors.

■ Easily see what jobs have run.
■ Charts show cluster usage, both in the

aggregate and by individual node.
■ Use these performance statistics to

improve cluster utilization
and efficiency.

■ Remote visualization moves GPU workload

from workstation to cluster, turning it into
a shared resource.
■ Access interactive applications remotely.
■ Ideal for visualizing large complex datasets
from systems with minimal graphics capability.
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